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Accounting solutions that make 
tax time less taxing
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As the end of the financial year looms closer, the sound of 
paper receipts being dug out of drawers can be heard across 
the country. Tax time can be taxing enough when you only 
have to prepare and file a single return, though it’s nothing 
compared to accountants who have to prepare returns and 
assessments for many clients simultaneously.

Fortunately for accountants, there are ways to make the end 
of the financial year feel a lot less like the end of your tether. 
Integrating the right tools and applications into your workflow 
can mean less late nights and a lot more Zen this EOFY.

Document tools made for Accounting, 
Tax and Audit Professionals
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Have you ever emailed a client all their files only for them to 
get lost or separated? Document bundling software is the 
best and easiest way to assemble multiple documents and 
send them to clients as a single, secure file.

Collate an accounting invoice and annual return, or, combine 
a tax return with financial accounts.

pdfDocs is an example of an application that bundles EOFY 
documents into electronic PDF binders. Multiple files can be 
loaded or dragged-and-dropped into the Organiser Mode 
where they can be finalised, bundled together, and sent out in 
one hit rather than as multiple attachments. This way, related 
files won’t get separated before they leave the firm or after 
they hit the clients’ Inbox.

pdfDocs Binder is a more powerful bundling tool, ideal for 
enterprise-wide use. It automatically generates a Table of 
Contents while adding headers/footers, page numbering, 
bookmarks and more.

Solutions to help you do more  
with your documents

Bundle client files before  
sending them out
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The technology available today means there is no excuse for 
redacting text by covering it with a black box.

A native redaction tool – like the one in pdfDocs – can 
completely erase classified or sensitive information from 
documents. Use it to search a whole document for a phrase 
and redact all instances with a single click. Redact TFNs, 
personal information, or bank account details in documents 
requested as part of an audit.

Use reliable  
redaction
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When workpapers, receipts, and invoices are scanned into 
a practice management system or local desktop, they are 
image documents without the text layer needed to make 
them searchable.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, which is 
built into pdfDocs, makes image files searchable by adding 
the text layer. Once it has been added, you can search the 
whole document for a word, phrase, or set of numbers for 
quick, easy, and failsafe redaction.

Once you have scanned paper files into your document or 
practice management system, you need to use batch Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR) technology to make them text-
searchable. Otherwise, they can’t be found using search and 
will end up adrift within your repository never to be seen 
again.

Making these scanned files text-searchable means you 
can find related client files quickly and easily and ensure 
compliance with auditing systems.

An OCR tool like contentCrawler that can process huge 
numbers of files in batches is your best bet. An OCR 
application should run in the background 24/7 so that once 
the administrator has set it up, it will sift through files and 
OCR where necessary without any disruption to the user. An 
OCR tool with a compression module can also reduce file 
size, so you save on storage space and associated costs.

Make all your files  
text-searchable for  
easier redaction

Use batch OCR software 
to make 100% of files 
text-searchable
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Digitising your documents means more time working 
productively and less time sifting through stacks of paper. 
Plus, once you get rid of printing expenses such as the cost of 
paper, ink, printers, and servicing, you’re bound to be saving a 
whole lot of money.

Keeping the editing processes completely digital means 
you save on paper and on time. Rather than printing out a 
document to proofread and mark up with a red pen, use 
Track Changes in Word or in-text editing and commenting in 
pdfDocs to review it.

If a colleague forgets to turn on Track Changes, a document 
comparison tool can produce a report that highlights even 
the most minor change between versions in the approval 
process. compareDocs can output the report to a working 
Word document so you can review and apply changes to the 
document in real time.

Unplug your printer – how to review 
documents digitally, instead

EisnerAmper, one of the largest 
accounting firms in the U.S., relies on 
compareDocs to quickly compare tax 
returns to see where changes occur 
between versions of K-1s. Learn more
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Staying in control of the information  
you share 
Accounting documents contain confidential information that 
must be secured when sent online or via email. 

Do you know every piece of information contained in 
your files? Even if you did know, would you have the time 
or technical know-how to strip documents of sensitive 
information?

Managing metadata  
in email

Every file contains metadata. Document and author 
properties, custom defined fields, embedded objects, and 
other types of metadata have the potential to include 
personal information. If leaked, this metadata could be used 
to identify someone and, under global data protection 
regulations, constitute a data breach.

Metadata is most often leaked through email attachments. 
Email users need a solution that cleans damaging information 
before the email has a chance to leave their Outbox. The 
most powerful solution is one that prompts users to clean 
attachments of metadata before they click Send. This 
adds an extra layer of protection against human error and 
forgetfulness. Plus, use metadata management to remove 
hidden text, PDF spreadsheets, or add password protection to 
files for additional security.
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Avoid sending an email to  
the wrong person

Human error in email is a leading cause of data breaches 
worldwide. Use email recipient checking technology to avoid 
sending sensitive client files to the wrong person, exposing 
confidential financial information. cleanDocs’ email recipient 
checking technology assesses the domain names of the 
recipient email addresses and assigns a risk level based on 
whether they are internal, external, or public domains. The 
sender is then required to confirm the recipients are correct, 
and their actions are as intended. 
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How major global accounting companies 
are already using these solutions

A more cost-efficient  
PDF file editor

Powering productivity with 
batch OCR processing

Byfields, one of Western Australia’s largest CPA firms, wanted to 
introduce several digital workflows across their offices to increase 
productivity and strengthen internal controls. However, the cost of 
deploying Adobe Acrobat made this project a non-starter. Read how 
pdfDocs delivered on costs, digital workflows and integration with 
their MYOB Document Manager system here. 

Brisbane-based accounting firm, Bentleys, employs over 350 
professionals around Australia. Each day, the firm receives documents 
from clients, the ATO, and other government departments that aren’t 
searchable. Learn how it solved the problem of not being able to 
search for files without requiring staff to do any extra work here.
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pdfDocs is a project-centric PDF management application that empowers 
productivity when assembling, editing, and distributing documents.  
 
 
compareDocs is the leading tool for comparing and analysing two 
documents for differences across all document types. 
 
 
cleanDocs stops accidental data breaches by removing metadata from 
Microsoft Office files and by having users confirm all email recipients and 
attachments as correct.  
 
 
contentCrawler is an integrated bulk processing framework that assesses 
documents in a repository for OCR and compression processing. 

Learn more: 
docscorp.com/accounting or by emailing sales@docscorp.com

Products made for 
accountants  

DocsCorp designs easy-to-use software and services 
for document professionals who use enterprise content 
management systems. We provide solutions for metadata 
removal, document processing, PDF manipulation, and 
document comparison. 

The DocsCorp product suite is built to drive business 
efficiency and increase the value of existing technology 
investment. We help transform any organisation’s slow 
and outdated processes using sophisticated solutions that 
integrate with most major document management systems. 

DocsCorp is a global brand with customers located in the 
Americas, Europe, and Asia Pacific. More than 500,000 users 
in 67 countries rely on DocsCorp software every day.

SYDNEY 
LONDON 
PITTSBURGH

www.docscorp.com

Work smart


